
PANAMA IN WORLD WAR 2 

 

 

PART 2 – PANAMA IN 1939 

 

The heavy-handed military intervention policies of the interwar years, which saw US forces 

used in places such as Panama1, Haiti, Honduras and the Dominican Republic, had had a 

negative effect on both diplomatic relations and the reputation of the US in the region2.  

This is said to have made the Canal Zone appear to be a US exclave of significant size 

surrounded by what was perceived as increasingly hostile neighbours (including the threat 

from nationalism in Panama itself3).   

 

However, the changes contained in the new 1936 Treaty between the US and Panama 

(which was finally ratified by the US Congress in 1939), which sought to reposition Panama 

 
1 In Panama, for example, in 1918-20: US forces were used for police duty according to treaty 
stipulations - in Chiriquí Province, during election disturbances and subsequent unrest; during the 
1921 Panama-Costa Rica confrontation US naval squadrons demonstrated in April on both sides of 
the Isthmus to prevent war between the countries over a boundary dispute; and in October 1925 
strikes and rent riots led to the landing of about 600 American troops to keep order and protect 
American interests. 
2 For examples of this “high handedness”, see Instances of Use of United States Armed Forces 
Abroad, 1798-2020 (Congressional Research Service), 2020: 
https://fas.org/sgp/crs/natsec/R42738.pdf 
3  Such nationalistic feeling is very much in existence now, and is particularly evident on the “Day of 
the Martyrs”, an annual holiday in February which marks the shooting of Panamanian students by US 
forces in the Canal Zone in the 1960s. See a 1964 New York Times article: 
https://www.nytimes.com/1964/01/12/archives/the-panama-canal-and-the-conflict-surrounding-it-
panama-blowup.html 

https://fas.org/sgp/crs/natsec/R42738.pdf
https://www.nytimes.com/1964/01/12/archives/the-panama-canal-and-the-conflict-surrounding-it-panama-blowup.html
https://www.nytimes.com/1964/01/12/archives/the-panama-canal-and-the-conflict-surrounding-it-panama-blowup.html


as a partner instead of what had appeared to be, in effect, a vassal state (and technically a 

“protectorate”), was better received if still not considered altogether satisfactory4. 

 

By 1940, approximately 40.3% of the country’s population was concentrated in the Panama and 

Colon provinces, comprising around 622,576 people.  The population of the Canal Zone during the 

war fluctuated, consisting chiefly of military and naval personnel, and was around 100,0005. 

 

However, in the event of war, it was 

feared that a large population of 

American citizens, civilian and military, 

living in the Canal Zone would be 

isolated in a region that was not 

predisposed to treat them kindly and, 

should the Canal Zone be overrun by a 

hostile force, the likelihood of large 

numbers of American prisoners or hostages has been said to have likely loomed large in the 

minds of decision makers in Washington6. 

 

A new President took office in Panama in 1940, Dr Arnulfo Arias Madrid, who was then 

overtly pro-Axis7, was avowedly hostile to the US and sought to limit US influence over his 

 
4  Under the 1936 treaty the US also gave up the right to intervene in Panama to maintain public 
order: https://apps.dtic.mil/sti/pdfs/ADA319357.pdf 
https://digitalcommons.fiu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=3672&context=etd 
5  Panama in the context of World War II: rich historical approach, Contributions to the Social 
Sciences by E Rasc n Palacio (February 2010), www.eumed.net/rev/cccss/07/erc.htm 
6  https://digitalcommons.fiu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=3672&context=etd 
7  An official memorandum sent by the US Ambassador in 1941 described the situation in Panama 
under Arias thus,” what has developed in Panama is about as near an approach to Hitlerism as the 
characteristics of Latin Americans and the peculiar circumstances affecting Panama could be 
expected to permit”. 
https://scholarship.richmond.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?referer=https://www.google.com/&httpsredi
r=1&article=2131&context=masters-theses  
During 1941, Arias Madrid attempted to have enacted a law prohibiting Jewish immigration and 
depriving anyone of the Jewish faith without at least one Panamanian parent of their citizenship.  
The inherent anti-Semitism appeared to continue in the government under the following President 
La Guardia.  
His life story reads like a thriller, with an unlikely plot, and a summary of it can be found at Annex 2 
below. 

https://apps.dtic.mil/sti/pdfs/ADA319357.pdf
https://digitalcommons.fiu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=3672&context=etd
http://www.eumed.net/rev/cccss/07/erc.htm
https://digitalcommons.fiu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=3672&context=etd
https://scholarship.richmond.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?referer=https://www.google.com/&httpsredir=1&article=2131&context=masters-theses
https://scholarship.richmond.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?referer=https://www.google.com/&httpsredir=1&article=2131&context=masters-theses


country8.  He was to be deposed and replaced in 19419 in a bloodless coup supported by the 

US.  A later Part on the wartime Presidents will provide more information on Arias Madrid. 

 

 

 

The "Division of Police and Prisons" was first organised in June 1904, and Canal Zone Police 
uniforms were copied from the uniform the "Rough Riders" used in the Spanish-American 
War, remaining remained unchanged until 1941.  By 1940 the police and fire departments 
were under one individual whose title was the Chief of the Police and Fire Division, although 
it was not clear when this merger took place or how long it lasted.  The Canal Zone Police 
Force were disbanded on 31 March 1982, when law enforcement responsibilities for the 
former Panama Canal Zone passed to Panama.  The Canal Zone Fire Department had been 
established in 1905, initially manned by volunteers, with a fire chief appointed on 1 
December and the first paid company established at Cristobal in November 190610. 

Meanwhile, in Panama itself, the Department of Corrections was established in 1940 to 
administer the country's penal system for the Ministry of Government and Justice. 
Operation of the prisons had previously been a direct function of the National Police. The 
intention of the government officials who established the Department of Corrections was to 
end the inherent abuses in the system, but the new department was never properly staffed, 
and police had to be used as jailers.11 

 

 
In 1941, Life Magazine carried an article in which it was said that, after his election in the previous 
Autumn, Dr. Arias Madrid had adopted a strong nationalist, "Panama for Panamanians" policy, and it 
said that he did not seem disposed to help the US: 
http://www.czimages.com/CZMemories/Lifemag/lmindex.htm 
8  In November 1940, after he claimed that “Panama is being trodden on by the iron boot of Uncle 
Sam” and that it “can no longer hold her head high among the family of nations as a sovereign 
state”, the Spanish Minister was declared persona non grata and said he had no option but to resign: 
https://apps.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/a617466.pdf  
9  While out of the country, on a private visit to Havana.  The coup was carried out by the National 
Police, there being no Panamanian army. 
10  http://www.coins-of-panama.com  
11  https://apps.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/a210486.pdf  

http://www.czimages.com/CZMemories/Lifemag/lmindex.htm
https://apps.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/a617466.pdf
http://www.coins-of-panama.com/
https://apps.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/a210486.pdf


 

 

Grace Lines COLOMBIA transit of Panama 
Canal. Source: U.S. Merchant Marine 
Academy Maritime Museum 
 

 

 

 

 

 

In the years leading up to World War 

2 the US asked for 999-year leases on 

areas outside the Canal Zone to build essential defences – airfields, anti-aircraft batteries 

and warning stations, but the negotiations dragged on for 2 years, with Arias Madrid 

demanding cash compensation and attaching other conditions12, estimated to have a cost of 

up to $30 million. 

 

 

Panama's President Arias Madrid reviews US troops.  On the 
left of the photograph is General Jarman, and on the right is 
General Van Voorhis, Commander of the Canal Zone.13 

 

 

 

 

 

 
12  Set out in 12 requirements that included the construction of a bridge over the Canal, transfer of 
all lands belonging to the Panama Railroad in Panama City and Colon, and ending the importing of 
black workers from the Caribbean to work in the Canal Zone. 
13  http://www.czimages.com/CZMemories/Lifemag/lmindex.htm 

http://www.czimages.com/CZMemories/Lifemag/lmindex.htm


 

Left: President Roosevelt, and Naval Aide Captain Daniel J Callaghan, taking the salute of a composite battalion 
of the 14th Infantry at Gatun Locks as disembarking from the USS Tuscaloosa, 18 February 194014 

Right: President Roosevelt crossing the Gatun Locks roadway in 1940 

 

The US had compromised, asking for 10-year leases, or for as long as a threat to the Canal 

existed (whereas Arias Madrid had wanted return of the properties as soon as war ended15).  

When war broke out in Europe, the US had also wanted Panamanian ships armed and used 

to carry war supplies to Britain.  However, Arias Madrid resisted these demands – Panama 

was neutral, and remained so until after Pearl Harbor16. 

 

To trigger the “emergency” that would then serve as the justification for implementation of 

the requirement for additional defence sites outside the Canal Zone, and which was 

required by the Panamanian Government, on 13 February 1941, US Secretary of State 

Cordell Hull stated that – 

 
14  President Roosevelt made more visits to Panama than any other US President – to Panama City, 
while on his way to vacation in Hawaii in 1934; meeting President Arias informally at Balboa in 1935; 
an informal meeting with President Arosemena at Balboa during a vacation in the Caribbean; and in 
February 1940 a visit to Cristobal during another vacation. 
15  In fact, the US evacuated all occupied bases and sites outside the Canal Zone in 1948, the Panama 
National Assembly having refused to ratify a postwar agreement that the Government had reached 
with the US over the status of the bases and sites.  The War Department had wanted to hold onto 
some or all of them for an indefinite period, while the State Department compromised with 
proposals for 20-year leases for 13 of the sites.  See below for more details, and what happened in a 
dispute over the future of the sites postwar. 
16  Although ironically, it declared war on Japan on the same day as the Pearl Harbor attack, and 
before the US could do so. 



“The government of the United States has... reached the conclusion that, in 

accordance with the terms of Article X of the Treaty of 1936... an international 

conflagration has broken out bringing with it the existence of a threat to the security 

of the Panama Canal which requires the taking of measures for the defense of the 

canal on the part of the Government of the United States”. 

 

In its response to the US request for the additional defence sites outside the Canal Zone, on 

18 February 1941, the Panamanian Government issued a memorandum that included 12 

specific demands in exchange for leases of the sites.  These called for - 

• Transfer, without cost, of the sanitation systems in the cities of Panama and 

Colon; 

• Transfer of all lands belonging to the Panama Railroad in Panama City and Colon, 

valued at approximately $12 million; 

• Both governments to intensify their efforts at preventing contraband from the 

Canal Zone into Panamanian territory; 

• Construction of a bridge across the Canal (at the time there were none); 

• US assumption of a third of all costs to improve and maintain all roads and 

highways used by its military in Panama; 

• The cessation of importing Caribbean blacks to work in the Canal Zone; 

• US military police and Canal Zone Police to be restricted to the use of only billy 

clubs outside of the zone (i.e. without firearms); 

• Excess electricity from Canal operations to be distributed to Panama City and 

Colon, as requested by the Panamanian government; 

• The US to assume full cost of the road to Rio Hato (where the US Army had an 

airfield), and to pay the $2 million borrowed by Panama for this purchase from 

the US-operated Export-Import Bank;  

• The US to transfer the railroad station in Panama City to the government of 

Panama; 

• The US to pay an indemnity of the flow of US troops during wartime interrupted 

regular canal traffic; and 

• The US to provide workers for building an oil pipeline between Panama City and 

the Balboa port. 



Given that the cost of meeting these demands was estimated to be $25–30 million, they are 

said to be one of the reasons why the negotiations took so long. 

 

After Arias Madrid was replaced (by the National Police, Panama having no army) in October 

1941, Ricardo Adolfo de Guardia Arango, the new President, proved much more amenable 

and negotiations were soon concluded successfully17. 

 

A “disappearing” 14-inch coastal artillery gun, 25 
years old in 1941, probably at Battery Warren on 
Flamenco Island. The gun had a range of 13.64 
miles.  Beneath each were a powder magazine and 
shell store.  A lift descended 250-feet to a shoreline 
railway siding tunnel18 

 

One of the results of pre-war diplomatic 

moves by the US, intended to counteract 

any potential Axis (particularly German) 

influence or sympathies in Latin America, 

was the Declaration of Panama (see below) 

of September 1939. 

 

The Declaration aligned Central American nations (a number of which, including Panama, 

had leaderships with some pro-German sympathies) with the US in the creation of a 

 
17  However, he too was forced from office in 1945, by the National Assembly, and went into exile.  
Popularly known as the “Cojo” (“limping”), he was President from 9 October 1941 to 15 June 1945.  
He became President after the civil coup against the government of Arnulfo Arias and thus held the 
post during almost the whole of World War 2. 
18  The disappearing carriage was developed in the 19th Century, and the theory was that the gun 
could crouch behind 20 feet of concrete, with another 20-30 feet of hard packed earth in front of 
that, it would rise up to fire, then return to crouch down behind its barrier, and thus be invisible 
from the sea. 



maritime security zone19.  An unstated element of the Declaration was a willingness to 

accept US leadership in the defence of the region.20.   

 

By Autumn 1940, bilateral military staff conversations had occurred with almost every 

Central American, South American, and Caribbean republic, with 20 out of 21 nations willing 

to provide the US support to resist Axis-inspired subversive elements21 - notably, Panama 

abstained from these arrangements, it being suggested that this was because it would deal 

directly with the Commanding General of the Panama Canal Department (the Department 

being the name for the US Army command in Panama)22. 

 

 

One of the locomotive 
“mules” used at the 
Miraflores and Pedro 
Miguel Locks during 
World War 2.  Built by GE 
in New York in 1914, one 
of a fleet of 40, it was 
only retired in 1964, and 
is now on display at the 
Miraflores Locks Visitors 
Center23. 

 

 

 

 

 
19  The Declaration confirmed the neutrality of the participants, banned belligerents’ 
submarines from entering their ports, demanded the cessation of subversive activities within their 
countries, and announced the formation of a maritime security zone which was to extend over 300 
nautical miles (560 km) on either side of the Americas (except for Canada and the colonies and 
possessions of European states) - this area was subsequently to be policed by the US Navy Neutrality 
Patrol.  For a map showing the maritime security zone, see 
http://images.library.wisc.edu/FRUS/EFacs/1939v05/reference/frus.frus1939v05.i0004.pdf#page=21 
20  https://digitalcommons.fiu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=3672&context=etd 
21  As will be seen in a later Part, this could sometimes be to serve local political or economic 
interests, such as with the Peruvian Japanese. 
22  https://digitalcommons.fiu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=3672&context=etd 
23  http://www.panamarailroad.org/loco.html  

http://images.library.wisc.edu/FRUS/EFacs/1939v05/reference/frus.frus1939v05.i0004.pdf#page=21
https://digitalcommons.fiu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=3672&context=etd
https://digitalcommons.fiu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=3672&context=etd
http://www.panamarailroad.org/loco.html


 

Map of the 
maritime security 
zone created by 
the Declaration of 
Panama (see 
below) in October 
1939, based on 
straight lines 
between points 
about 300 nautical 
miles offshore 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

THE PANAMA DECLARATION 1939 

Made by the countries of the Americas at the conclusion of the Panama Conference in 

September 1939; the participants reaffirmed their own neutrality in the war; prohibited 

belligerent submarines from using domestic ports; demanded the cessation of subversive 

activities by foreign agents; and proclaimed a maritime security zone of 300 miles (480 km) 

around both coasts of the American continents. 

See the map above. 

 

Following Pearl Harbor, Nicaragua immediately offered its territory for US use for the 

duration of the war and, in early 1942, Cuba and El Salvador granted the US permission to 

fly aircraft over their territory.  Colombia was to offer part of its territory for a seaplane base 



after Axis submarines sank a Colombian vessel24.  Around the same time, the Peruvian 

government asked for US assistance in fortifying its coastal defences and was offered 

supplies via Lend-Lease agreements.  Even Chile, which had a traditionally poor relationship 

with the US and a significant population sympathetic to the Axis cause, was eventually 

persuaded to break with the Axis, despite its strong ties to both Germany and Italy.   

 

By the end of the war, nearly every nation in the region had entered on the side of the 

Allies, many of them lending material support, though only Brazil sent a significant military 

presence to take part in combat in other theatres25 (Brazilian airmen later trained in 

Panama). 

 
 Panama Railroad locomotives in 
1940 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
24  In June 1942, a Colombian Navy Schooner, the ARC Resolute was torpedoed, and the U-boat crew 
proceeded to machine-gun the survivors in the water24.  In August 1942, another Colombian 
Schooner was sunk by an Axis submarine preventing the Colombian Government from being able to 
transport goods between the mainland and their base at St. Andrews Archipelago. 
25  https://digitalcommons.fiu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=3672&context=etd 

https://digitalcommons.fiu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=3672&context=etd


 14-inch guns in 1939 

 

As a US territory, the US Marshals Service also operated in the Canal Zone, and did so until 

its office closed in 1982, with the termination on that date of the jurisdiction of the US 

District Court in Panama, and marked by a closing ceremony in the District Court. 

There were 10 marshals appointed to the Canal Zone between 1914 and 198226. 

 

Panama Canal Zone District Courthouse 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
26  https://www.usmarshals.gov/history/panama/index.html  
Notably, the closure of the office in Panama marked only the second time in the nearly 200-year 
history of the Marshals Service that a Marshal's office has been deactivated 

https://www.usmarshals.gov/history/panama/index.html


Overhead view of a PBY Catalina on 

its take-off run, Panama Canal Zone, 

1939.  

Source US Navy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  1939 stamp 

  



A BIOLOGICAL RESERVE PRESERVED 

In the late 1930s, scientists had petitioned the then Governor of the Canal Zone to set aside 

a permanent biological reserve where the flora and fauna of the area would be safe for 

scientific study.  The Governor agreed, and set aside the largest island in Gatún Lake, Barro 

Colorado Island (BCI), formed by the damming of the Chagres River to establish the main 

fresh-water body facilitating the inter-oceanic passage of marine commerce.  This 3,700-

acre island became the workshop for much of the research performed in the New World 

tropics in the early 20th Century.  

As the fauna and flora became better known through research, scientists began to study the 

behaviour and ecology of the island.  These studies attracted more and more scientists from 

around the world until BCI was sometime referred to as the mecca for biologists. 

By then, World War 2 was underway and the important research on BCI faced a possible 

threat. The scientific community worried that its reserve status depended upon a decree of 

the Governor of the Canal Zone (usually a major general in the US Army Corps of Engineers) 

some military purpose might seem imperative, and the island’s status could be converted 

into something more appropriate to the war effort.  To ensure that the island was not 

turned into a bombing range or golf course, in 1940 the US Congress created the Canal Zone 

Biological Area (CZBA) as a separate governmental agency to be administered by a board of 

directors made up of prominent scientists, including the Secretary of the Smithsonian 

Institution.   

The CZBA struggled throughout the war since the Congress argued that the research on 

biodiversity (a term not yet coined) was not sufficiently relevant to the war effort to warrant 

any financial appropriations.  The CZBA officially became a bureau of the Smithsonian 

Institution in 1946 under a government reorganisation Act.  The island remains now as a 

field station of the Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute (STRI), is a reserve that reflects 

Panamá’s special geological history as a strategic land bridge between North and South 

America27.   

 

  

 
27  https://revista.drclas.harvard.edu/book/century-smithsonian-institution-isthmus-panam%C3%A1  

https://revista.drclas.harvard.edu/book/century-smithsonian-institution-isthmus-panam%C3%A1


A “WHITE WAVE” 

In 1939, when the US fleet was en route from the Pacific to the Caribbean for its annual war 

games, it paused in Colon after a 36-hour northern transit through the Canal.  Life Magazine 

reported on 40,000 sailors being given a chance to go ashore for the largest such shore 

leave event of the year28.  Surprisingly perhaps, there were no serious incidents reported, 

and the Commander-in-Chief of the US Fleet thanked Panamanians for their hospitality29.  

Tours of the Locks are said to have been particularly popular. 

 

 

 

 

Photos: Bob Karrer. 

 

Between 1930 and 1943, US capital investments dropped sharply in every Latin American 

country except in oil-rich Venezuela and in Panama, and Panama enjoyed the higher 

 
28  The next large-scale event was to take place in 1945 and involving sailors returning from the 
Pacific with Task Force 38. 
29  http://www.panamahistorybits.com/article.asp?id=2011-07-15  

http://www.panamahistorybits.com/article.asp?id=2011-07-15


percentage increase of the two, as investment multiplied threefold to $514 million, mostly 

in banking and utilities.  The number of US-controlled enterprises in Panama increased from 

22 in 1929 to 79 in 1943.  

 

In addition, an estimated 12.5% of the Panamanian workforce was employed in the Canal 

Zone - in 1939, there were 3,511 “Gold Roll” (US rate) workers in the zone, and 11,246 

"Silver Roll" (Local rate) workers, but by 1942 these numbers had grown to 8,550 and 

28,686 respectively.  

 

The influx of workers to the Canal Zone, and to Panama City and Colon in the Republic was 

so large that the Panamanian Government complained about the scarcity of teachers and 

other skilled employees.  The Government did, however, try to take advantage of the 

situation by "strengthening" English language education in schools and emphasising 

vocational training in commercial and business administration so as to encourage the 

development of small businesses and provide skilled employees for the increased number of 

commercial enterprises. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



THE GOLD ROLL AND THE SILVER ROLL 

A segregated system of pay during US construction of the Canal. 

Gold payroll  Gold roll workers were white, primarily American, more highly paid, 

and paid in US gold coin.   

Silver payroll The silver roll workers, mainly from the Caribbean islands but also 

from Spain, Italy, and other European countries, were paid much less 

and in Panamanian silver coin.   

The system was also a de facto colour bar, with separate privileges, eating facilities, and 

building entrances for gold and silver workers President Eisenhower ended the gold and 

silver payrolls in 1955. 

 

  



 

https://weaponsandwarfare.com/2019/11/19/defense-of-panama-canal-batteries-and-accommodation/ 

https://weaponsandwarfare.com/2019/11/19/defense-of-panama-canal-batteries-and-accommodation/

